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Tucked away in the southern strand of India, lies the attractive state of Kerala. Cheerfully c

The Incredible India tourism publicity has put this state on the vacationer map. Tourism in Ke

It sprawls across seven , making for twisting roads and scenic all covered under a verdant can

Ancient palaces are an fundamental part of Kerala Tourism. The Kowdiar Palace, the Kanakakunnu

the Padmanabhapuram Palace, and the Kuthira Malika are all repositories of local way of life a

Connoisseurs of art will find the Sree Chithra Art Gallery a treasure domicile of local and so
Moving on to Kochiin Kerala, or Cochin as it used to be renowned, you come to a slightly more

The Dutch Palace, the Bolghatty Palace, the Jewish Synagogue, the out-of-date St. Francis Chur

You can cram all around the Portuguese, the Dutch and even Spaniard and French to this ancient

Trissur is the enriching capital of the state. If you´re in time for the eminent Trissur Poora

It is indeed a vista to look at. The drums and create an ear shattering noise of spiritual tha

While here, do visit the Guruvayoor temple. Entry is classified to Hindus, but there´s nothing

The Punnathoor Kota is for and is an intricate stable, housing a total herd of pachyderms from
This is only an appetiser to the incredible saint’s day that awaits you. Once you get used to
There´s so much to see and do, so make sure you have time on your to own every morsel.
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